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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Dear Member, 

This is our 12th issue! Some of you have been with us a full year!               
Thank you for your membership! What a wild month.         
Cryptocurrencies have come back to Earth, temporarily, while        
gold and silver begin to move against the dollar.  

Meanwhile, we’ve been hard at work on our secret Bitcoin Cash           
project. Check your email for an invitation to participate in the           
beta. 

In our first article Nicholas West explains the importance of          
creating our own trends. You happen to the world. Not the other            
way around.  

In the transition from a jobs economy to a skills economy, Vin            
Armani reveals the ultimate skill to pay the bills that anyone can            
learn to do. Easily attract a six-figure salary without a college           
degree. 

Brian Berletic’s Self-Sufficiency article this month demonstrates       
the disruptive power and practicality of 3D printing. When rural          
villages can print plumbing parts and medical components,        
paradigms shift.  

We have a special guest post in the Wealth section this month.            
M.C. Laubscher writes about the best vehicle to grow your wealth           
tax free and off Wall Street. It’s like a Roth IRA but without             
contribution limits. And it has other unique features that make it           
valuable. 

Stay free and prosper! - Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Importance Of Creating Our Own Trends  

 

By Nicholas West 

"Commitment is the force of attraction that brings all things back           
to you." - I Ching 

Now that 2018 has entered its second month we can expect that,            
according to polls, most people’s New Year’s resolutions have         
already come and gone. I believe that there is a distinct reason for             
this – the core meaning of resolution is “to resolve.” It indicates a             
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mindset geared toward correcting the perceived problems of        
yesterday with a commitment to oneself that certain behaviors         
have been in some way damaging. However, the annual         
resolution is by its nature a backward-looking endeavor that only          
temporarily serves to inform a future direction, which may likely be           
a repeat from previous years, thus becoming a type of negative           
reinforcement. The resolution in total becomes reactive, rather        
than the truly proactive undertaking most people believe it to be.           
While commitment is certainly an important element of any         
serious plan, perhaps there are better ways to ensure that our           
commitment points us in a more positive direction. 

Action or Reaction  

The reactive mindset is also something that is promoted by our           
daily news cycle, which similarly can give us a distorted view of            
the actions we should take based upon certain perceived trends.          
In fact, the corporate media tries to convince its readers that the            
news itself is a trend (“Let’s see what’s trending today…”).  

Firstly, the news doesn’t represent a trend; secondly, a trend          
cannot last only a single day. A trend might be discovered behind            
the daily news, but it requires deeper investigation than simply          
scanning headlines for common topics. 

One of the core problems that emerges from how we receive and            
process information in an age of rapidly flowing (and often          
conflicting) data streams is that it can create expectations – and           
that can create a trend.  

Richard Ebeling explained this concept in a recent article for          
Mises.org entitled “How Expectations Coordinate Markets.” His       
essay is actually an examination of the ideal conditions one would           
need in order to capitalize properly upon supply and demand, but           
his analysis also serves to highlight the dangers of assuming that           
the non-ideal conditions contained in the background noise of the          
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news are necessarily a truth that needs to be responded to. In            
other words, the news cycle often leads us astray from the truth of             
what consumers really need versus what they are told they need. 

In Mises’s theory of the market process, a central actor is the            
entrepreneur, the individual who anticipates possible future       
consumer demands, conceives of production plans of action        
to bring forth a product or service to satisfy that prospective           
demand, and who organizes the activities of the enterprise         
that he directs to bring that product to market for purposes of            
earning a profit. 

The entrepreneur must make informed judgments in doing        
all this, and in doing so, Mises said, he must form           
expectations of individuals and groups on both the demand-         
and supply-sides of the market. The knowledge on the basis          
of which he does so, is built up from the experiences he has             
personally had, or heard about, or learned from others in          
some manner concerning the likely actions and reactions of         
those with whom he interacts in the marketplace, and whose          
future actions he must anticipate the best he can to design           
his own plans of action. 

Let’s use a couple examples of this principle of action and           
reaction embedded in the news. The first is one that we cover            
extensively – cryptocurrency. 

The daily news follower is currently reading stories about         
government regulation and intrusion upon the cryptospace. This is         
of course part of the reality, but the purely reactive reader of this             
“trending news” might be inclined to make snap decisions based          
upon this “crackdown” – maybe quickly sell their crypto stake to           
“cash out,” or perhaps not get involved at all after being on the             
cusp of entering the cryptomarket. Unfortunately, this is most         
likely happening, as we are seeing falling valuations across the          
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board at the moment. (Please don’t miss our Bitcoin report at the            
end of this newsletter, which addresses why the notion that          
cryptocurrency will be banned is especially misleading.) 

But the trend of cryptocurrency goes back a long way, even           
before the invention itself. It started with dissatisfaction over         
another trend – manipulation and corruption within the established         
financial sector. And here is where we arrive at the true           
importance of identifying our own trends – whether they be          
outright creating them, such as the Blockchain, Bitcoin, or         
perhaps your own cryptocoin; or establishing an ideal direction in          
which we wish to contribute or even just to capitalize. 

So, while we can’t discount the truth that governments are          
seeking to intervene and even to potentially co-opt the widening          
appeal of cryptocurrency, the bigger trend of disruption has         
already happened and needs to spread. It is for this reason that            
we should continue investing our time and energy to pursue this           
endeavor, regardless of what daily headlines might suggest. If we          
don’t engage with our ideals and principles in mind, we run the            
risk of having our perception manipulated (or entire trends         
orchestrated) which we are then forced to react to, thus putting us            
back in that very same loop as those failed yearly personal           
resolutions.  

This second example is a more general overview of perception          
about world events, particularly in the United States. It comes          
from an insightful article by Prof. James Petras that recently          
appeared in Global Research. This passage juxtaposes what are         
likely to become “fiery” headlines with the underlying incremental         
nature of real trend development. It is a stark reminder not to be             
tricked into a reactive pose by what screams into your face each            
morning as you open your Internet browser or turn on the TV. 

Trends in the US 
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The present and near future of the US is and is not about the              
Trump Presidency and its domestic opposition. 

The struggles between the Congress and the President have         
not produced major changes in the global position of the          
United States. The US continues to impose sanctions on         
Russia, Iran and Venezuela. Its trade with China grows.         
The military exercises and threats against North Korea raise         
the specter of nuclear war. In other words, incremental and          
inconsequential activity accompany the fiery rhetoric. 

Corporate economic policies benefit from the state’s       
largesse, but are divorced from everyday politics. What is         
most significant, ‘markets’ have fragmented or disconnected:       
Stocks rise, but productivity stagnates. Corporate debt       
skyrockets, but high tech profits boom. Exports and imports         
move in opposite directions. Jobs increase and wages        
decrease. 

There are one, two, many markets, each operating on similar          
principles, all deepening the concentration of wealth and the         
interlock of corporate directorates. 

Just as there are several markets, there are multiple centers          
of political leadership. Specifically, the US is a multi-polar         
‘Presidency’. For all the talk about ‘Trump’, policy and         
strategy are defined, promoted and opposed in many        
centers of decision making. In general terms, the        
intelligence, military, media, financial, legislative, trade and       
international policy elites are mired in rivalries as well as          
temporary alliances, making strange bed-fellows. Moreover,      
new international power configurations have entered and       
appropriated positions of power… 
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The big decisions are the non-decisions. The continuities of         
policies and the elites, at best simply deepening the prior          
policies that promote financial markets, depress wages and        
multiply local wars and military confrontations. The decisive        
decisions of 2018 are those which are not made by Trump,           
but by his allies and adversaries at home and abroad… 

Washington is the center of intense warfare over        
inconsequential issues… 

Trump and anti-Trump antics are irrelevant at best and a          
destructive sideshow at worst. The foundations of the US         
state and its markets are substantial but crumbling. What is          
important is not the status quo, but its direction and          
structures. 

I would challenge readers to look at all of the news that is             
currently receiving the most press and try to be cognizant of the            
difference between headlines and trends. Also, be aware of any          
rush to judgment or quick feelings of anxiety or impulsiveness          
based on what the “critics” of the day are urging. The reactive            
mindset needs to be guarded against continuously, as it can lead           
to stagnation and even regression into patterns of stress and          
passivity.  

Contrast this “resolution mindset” (itself stress-based) with that of         
the individual who is forward thinking (a trend-setter in some          
cases), as well as the longer-term momentum that this proactive          
mentality embodies. Working toward that shift is what will enable          
us to contribute most effectively toward our own “direction and          
structures.”  
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Here are a few passages from this month’s newsletter that I would            
suggest perfectly exemplify the spirit of defining a trend and          
pursuing it with core principles in mind so that positive momentum           
can be created. 

It used to be that when critics decided to assail any given            
idea, we as ordinary people either agreed or disagreed. But          
the nature of personal manufacturing is such that no debate          
is necessary. With a factory sitting on your desktop, you          
need only turn it on and prove the critics wrong. – Brian            
Berletic, “Real-World, Low-Cost Local Manufacturing With      
3D Printing” 

*** 

The biggest epiphany I have had in my life studying the           
wealthy elite and banking and financial institutions is that         
they did not do the same thing everyone else was doing, but            
only better. 

They do the complete opposite of what everyone else is          
doing and play by the rules of the game they have created to             
build and multiply their wealth predictably.  
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Live a Life of Passion and Purpose on YOUR Terms. – M.C.            
Laubscher, “How To Create Your Own Banking System        
Outside Of Wall Street” 

*** 

Over the course of several years and several projects, I          
taught myself a handful of languages and became        
competent on the popular platforms (mobile phone, server,        
desktop) of the time. I was able to prototype and then grow            
my own visions. Also, to my surprise, whereas I had          
previously spent much of my time in search of capital, now           
capital was searching for me! I became one of the most           
valuable individuals among an ever expanding circle of        
entrepreneurial contacts. I was “the guy you call when you          
want your product built.” – Vin Armani, “Dreaming In Code:          
Why Software Programming Is The Ultimate Skill To Pay         
The Bills”  

Additional Solutions: Patience, Impulse Control and “Lowly       
Listening” 

Studies have shown that there are various approaches to         
self-control, but I’m particularly convinced by the theory that a          
slow and steady, patient approach to identifying and fortifying         
trends carries the most weight, as this is what I have observed            
time and again in my own life. As Barry Brownstein noted in an             
excellent article on the failure of personal resolutions, patience is          
also often rewarded with doubt. Yes, rewarded. It is doubt that           
allows us to question ourselves as well as others and is an            
enabler of a big-picture view that can aid in identifying the many            
angles that are involved in trend analysis as well as the           
requirements of personal reflection and change. But, as        
Brownstein emphasizes, the first step is beginning to “lowly         
listen.” Here he perfectly encapsulates the challenges that come         
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with this approach to fending off the distractions that are amplified           
by our modern world: 

Please don’t underestimate how unsettling “lowly listening”       
can initially feel. For years, I gave this assignment to my           
MBA leadership students: Sit in a chair for 15 minutes with           
no print or electronic media. Simply, do nothing. Many would          
come back the next week and report how uncomfortable         
they felt. Alone with the chatter in their head, every fiber in            
their being wanted to reach for something to distract         
themselves. 

Lowly listening is uncomfortable because our personal       
agenda is strong. Our ego wants its interpretation, its         
judgments and grievances to be correct. Our ego is sure that           
other people and circumstances have caused our feelings.        
Our ego tells us we are not responsible and that we have            
been victimized. 

It is that “personal agenda” that can negatively affect our          
perception of the realities in the world around us and is a prime             
reason why there can be such cognitive dissonance about what          
the “news” portrays versus what we see outside our window.          
Once we begin to maintain vigilance against these intrusions, we          
can thwart reaction and move toward action. 

 

Available on Amazon 
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Conclusion 

None of us has control over the myriad external forces that can            
nudge us off track from time to time, just as our negative personal             
impulses like to do. There are no guarantees, but we always           
should recognize that we have the power to set our course with a             
knowledge and awareness that can create the best conditions for          
personal success. In so doing, we build our own momentum          
within the trends that can benefit us the most. 

Here are some trends I would like to see grow through 2018 that I              
hope can take precedence over any corrective measures I might          
need in my personal life (although increased health, wealth, and          
freedom remain yearly goals): 

● Decentralizing every sector of society. 
● Encouraging debate, rather than reinforcing arguments by       

thought policing. 
● Expressing tolerance through voluntary interactions, not by       

politically correct speech. 
● Using technology to empower human lives, not as a means          

of controlling them. 
● Self-sufficiency becoming part of all educational curriculums       

– public, private, and homeschool. 
● Self-ownership being recognized as a clearer path to health,         

prosperity and liberty than subservience to “the greater        
good.” 

We would love to hear your comments about what trends are on            
your radar for the new year; and, perhaps more importantly, what           
are the trends you would like to see for the new year? We             
certainly hope that Counter Markets can be a part of that journey            
as we advance through 2018 and beyond. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Dreaming in Code: Why Software Programming Is The        
Ultimate Skill To Pay The Bills 

 

By Vin Armani 

“The programmer, like the poet, works only slightly removed from          
pure thought-stuff. He builds his castles in the air, from air,           
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creating by exertion of the imagination. Few media of creation are           
so flexible, so easy to polish and rework, so readily capable of            
realizing grand conceptual structures.” ― Frederick P. Brooks Jr.,         
The Mythical Man-Month 

As I write this article, I am at the halfway mark of teaching the first               
live seminar series for CodeFromGo. CodeFromGo is an        
educational project that I started to teach software programming         
(“coding”) skills to students who have no prior knowledge or          
background in software. It is a project (and product) that I am            
extremely proud of, and the response to the initial rollout          
exceeded my every expectation. I have always considered my         
software skills and knowledge to be the brightest and biggest          
“diamond in my pocket.” It appears others can also see the value            
in obtaining such skills. In this article, I am going to share with you              
why I believe that you, too, should acquire this skill if you don’t             
already have it (and sharpen your skills if you do). 

In 2011, Marc Andreesen penned an article for The Wall Street           
Journal entitled “Why Software Is Eating The World.” Andreesen         
is a partner in the venture capital firm Andreesen-Horowitz. The          
firm, with a track record of incredible success, has been an early            
investor in such tech successes as Facebook, Twitter, Skype,         
Groupon and Zynga. Andreesen himself is a personal investor in          
LinkedIn.  

The WSJ article has become legendary in the tech community,          
particularly as each of his predictions―about the ever-increasing        
role of software in the day-to-day life of the average human―has           
come true. As humans become more reliant on software-driven         
systems for our very survival, the value of those who have the            
knowledge to create and maintain such systems increases.        
Software represents a unique economic paradigm that is still not          
fully understood by most people… 
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The real bottleneck is software. Creating software can be         
done only the old-fashioned way. A human - sitting quietly in           
a chair with a pencil, paper and laptop - is going to have to              
write the codes... One can mass-produce hardware and        
increase its power by piling on more and more chips, but you            
cannot mass-produce the brain. ― Michio Kaku, Physics of         
the Future: How Science Will Shape Human Destiny and         
Our Daily Lives by the Year 2100 

In the spring of 2016 I recorded an 18-part YouTube video series            
called The Ascendant Project. In the series I laid out my           
understanding of where we stood in history and the changes that           
were likely right around the corner. The predictions I made in           
those videos are coming true even faster than I had anticipated. 

My central thesis in The Ascendant Project is that the catalyst for            
a rapid shift in the consciousness of our connected global culture           
will be the interplay of debt and automation. In less than 2 years             
time from when I created those videos, both the world of money            
and the world of automation have seen incredible evolution. In          
both cases, software and the people who write that code are           
playing a crucial role. 

You are a reader of Counter Markets, so it’s unlikely that you are             
unaware of at least the basic flaws in the current monetary           
paradigm. Central Banking―the institutionalization of debt at       
every level (personal to sovereign)―has run its course. Cracks         
are now clearly visible in the evidence, and those with some           
knowledge of economics can’t help but begin to inch out of the            
way before the structure inevitably comes crashing down.  

It was the failure of the banking apparatus in the 2008 global            
financial meltdown that was at least a partial motivation for the           
creation of Bitcoin. Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin’s pseudonymous       
architect, even included a message in the Genesis Block, the very           
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first Bitcoin block ever mined. It was a headline from the front            
page of The Times, on the day the block was mined, referencing            
the ongoing crisis: “The Times 03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of          
second bailout for banks.”  

The many implementations of the protocols and algorithms that         
comprise Bitcoin are software projects; from miners, to nodes, to          
wallets, to exchanges, software drives cryptocurrency. Although       
Bitcoin has the promise of being “The People’s Money,” the          
average individual with no knowledge of code has as much          
control over the future of cryptocurrency as he or she has over the             
future of a fiat currency like the US Dollar. Beyond technical           
know-how, there is fundamentally no barrier to entry into even the           
upper echelons of the cryptocurrency world. Competent coders        
can LITERALLY create their own currency. The masters of the          
new economic paradigm are and will continue to be those who           
have mastery of code. 

The days when a car aficionado could repair his or her own            
car are long past, due primarily to the high software content.           
― Marc Andreesen, “Why Software Is Eating The World” 

This year will see an explosion of development in automation and           
the Internet of Things (IoT). Autonomous vehicles are already on          
the road. Here in Las Vegas, a completely self-driving shuttle bus           
is, daily, carrying passengers on a loop through the Fremont East           
Entertainment District in Downtown.  

Lyft and Uber have already put self-driving fleets in tester cities.           
The transportation industry is the canary in the automation coal          
mine. We get to witness how automation alters the physical          
landscape, as self-driving cars begin taking to the streets en          
masse. We also get to see what effect automation has on the            
economic landscape of a sector that is the lifeblood of our society.  
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The transportation industry accounts for 13.5 million jobs in the          
US. The transportation sector alone accounts for 9 percent of total           
US Gross Domestic Product according to the US Bureau Of          
Transportation Statistics. The coming automation of this sector        
will necessarily lead to the loss of millions of jobs. Many of the             
people in those jobs are well-paid, skilled, and credentialed.  

Once that automation, driven (pun intended) by advanced        
software takes over a particular job, a human will never again           
occupy that position. Where exactly does a displaced long-haul         
truck driver go to find employment when all of the trucking jobs            
are done by self-driving trucks? 

I recognize that those with no software background will view the           
vision I present above as alarmist, at best―and apocalyptic at          
worst. For competent software developers, on the other hand, a          
vision of a future where software has eaten the world is a vision of              
a bright future where coders are guaranteed a seat at the table. In             
this emerging new paradigm, acquiring basic software       
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programming skills is going to be important for Entrepreneurs,         
Laborers, and Capitalists alike. 

Although I had been hacking―I knew my way around a command           
like and had some basic scripting skills―since I was 15 years old,            
I didn’t really decide to become competent at coding and software           
engineering until I was in my mid-20s. I had businesses that I            
wanted to start that required software development, but I had no           
capital and no immediate resources to acquire that capital. In          
order for me to bootstrap my entrepreneurial dreams, I was going           
to have to write the necessary software myself.  

Over the course of several years and several projects, I taught           
myself a handful of languages and became competent on the          
popular platforms (mobile phone, server, desktop) of the time. I          
was able to prototype and then grow my own visions.  

Also, to my surprise, whereas I had previously spent much of my            
time in search of capital, now capital was searching for me! I            
became one of the most valuable individuals among an ever          
expanding circle of entrepreneurial contacts. I was “the guy you          
call when you want your product built.” An entrepreneur with          
coding skills is 5 steps ahead of an entrepreneur without such           
skills. 

Bootstrapping businesses still requires some sort of outside        
income. After all... you have to eat.  

According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, by 2020, ONE           
MILLION software programming jobs in the US will go unfilled.          
One million! What this functionally means is that anyone who is           
even remotely hirable as a coder will be employed. And          
because the demand so far outstrips the supply, employers have          
to compete for employees. Much of that competition comes in the           
form of ever higher wages and ever more generous benefits.  
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In between launching my own projects, I took positions at fun and            
innovative startup companies. I always viewed it as an opportunity          
to get paid to learn new skills.  

Finding a job when you are a coder is easy. You submit your             
résumé to a tech recruitment firm (sometimes called        
“headhunters”) and they act as your agent, connecting you with          
prospective employers, setting up interviews and following up on         
your behalf. The recruiter is paid a finder’s fee by the employer.            
Best of all (even if it is sometimes annoying), your recruiter           
doesn’t stop working on your behalf just because you are already           
employed. Software developers can expect a few calls and emails          
every month from their recruiter offering different, often higher         
paying positions at other companies.  

When I was in the job market, it never took longer than a couple              
weeks for my recruiter to find me a high-paying gig. A junior            
developer with zero years of experience can expect to start out           
in the industry at about $60k per year plus full benefits. After just             
2 or 3 years of experience, it is common for a developer to earn              
six-figures. Demand for great coders is necessarily increasing.        
Supply is not growing to match that demand. The result is a            
steady inflation of the wages of the average software developer…          
while entire sectors of the old economy are being wiped out. 

In my opinion, the greatest advantage to coding competency is          
intangible. Human beings are merging with machines. Already,        
most of us feel somehow “naked” if we are out of contact with our              
mobile devices or if the Internet is inaccessible. This         
man-machine connection is only going to become stronger.  

A software developer, over time, begins to think like the machines           
he is programming. When working on a difficult software project, I           
will even start dreaming in code (this is a common occurrence           
reported by programmers). This should come as no surprise.         
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Animal trainers have to “think like” the animals they are training. A            
coder is a “machine trainer.” Being able to understand how the           
machines around you operate gives a whole new perspective on          
how your world actually operates, and what you can do to change            
the world to better fit your own vision. 

A new world is here. It is emerging from the old. In this new world,               
even those lifestyles that had been considered the most low-tech          
will benefit from software knowledge.  

I’m reminded of the scene in the movie Interstellar where Matthew           
McConaughey’s character is programming his self-driving      
tractors. Similar heavy machinery already exists. On a smaller         
scale, personal contacts of mine are using Arduinos,        
programmable microcontrollers in concert with small-scale      
aquaponics systems to generate higher yields with less human         
effort.  

Software is eating the world, but the world still needs to eat.            
Those who are producing food already are dependent on         
software. That necessarily makes them dependent on software        
engineers and programmers. Similarly, those who are purchasing        
that food are ever more dependent on software systems to run           
their financial world.  

Major nations are engaged in a War On Cash. Paper fiat is being             
replaced by ones and zeroes. This only gives the banks and           
governments more control over the population. If there is any          
economic salvation to be found, it will be in the form of the             
software-running public, decentralized blockchains like Bitcoin,      
Bitcoin Cash and Ethereum. The soldiers on the front lines of this            
War On Cash are coders. 

The board is reshuffling. You read Counter Markets because you          
want to be a step ahead of the trends. There is nothing that you              
can do to empower yourself more in the coming months and           
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years than to acquire software development skill (and to help your           
children, ESPECIALLY, to acquire such skills). Those of us who          
want to see humanity step out of its shackles and take control of             
its destiny can use all the help we can get. 

Check out the CodeFromGo course here. 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Real-World, Low-Cost Local Manufacturing With 3D Printing 

 

By Brian Berletic 

Introduction 

3D printing is without doubt a disruptive technology. While it is           
often dismissed as a fad and 3D printers regarded by some as            
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mere toys, the technology is already being used for real-world          
applications in place of traditional manufacturing practices. In        
other instances, 3D printing is making possible what traditional         
manufacturing was previously incapable of doing. 

Commonplace 3D printing predominantly takes the form of fused         
deposition modeling (FDM) in which layers of thermoplastic are         
melted and deposited, layer by layer, until a desired 3D object is            
created. The possible plastics that can be used for this form of 3D             
printing spans an increasing range of materials. The most         
common are polylactic acid (PLA) and acrylonitrile butadiene        
styrene (ABS) which are both cheap thermoplastics similar to         
those found in many common plastic consumer goods and toys          
including Lego blocks. 

Other materials now being offered for use with commonplace         
desktop 3D printers include nylon, polypropylene (PP),       
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), polycarbonate, and     
copolyester, each of which comes with their own trade-offs in          
terms of engineering characteristics and ease of use while         
printing.  

Commonplace desktop 3D printers, while often used by        
individuals for producing toys and prototypes, are also being         
utilized by a growing user base to produce actual working          
products either for personal use, or for clients and customers.  

At this year’s Bangkok Maker Faire, 3D printing was so ubiquitous           
that many innovators showcasing technology mentioned its use in         
their development process as a footnote, if at all. Everything from           
rescue robots to camera equipment put in use every day featured           
3D-printed components that only a practiced eye could spot. 

On the other end of the spectrum, high-end 3D printing, while still            
expensive, is already in wide use throughout large-scale industry         
taking the place of traditional manufacturing processes. In some         
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instances, high-end 3D printing such as direct metal laser         
sintering (DMLS) makes it possible to fabricate designs previously         
impossible with traditional manufacturing processes. DMLS is       
used in the aerospace industry, not for prototyping, but for actual           
production. 

SpaceX’s SuperDraco thrusters are manufactured using DMLS.       
The engines when installed on SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft can         
deliver up to 120,000 pounds of thrust and are used as the            
spacecraft’s emergency escape system. A video of the engines in          
use during a pad abort test can be found here.  

And while DMLS systems are currently beyond the reach of local           
personal manufacturing there are already individuals and       
companies working to bring it to the tabletops of ordinary          
individuals. 

Medical Maker Initiative 

Coming back to those dismissing 3D printing technology as a fad           
and the printers themselves as toys, insisting that a single 3D           
printer can never compete with mass production, it is important to           
note that a single 3D printer doesn’t need to compete with a            
factory. A single 3D printer, within a mesh of many 3D printers,            
producing highly customizable short-runs on demand locally, can        
and already are competing with factories.   

A factory could indeed make thousands or even millions of, say,           
needle disposal systems for hospitals around the world. While a          
single 3D printer could never compete with this sort of output, in            
the context of decentralized local manufacturing, it wouldn’t need         
to.  

Imagine each hospital around the world having within its         
innovation department a single designer and at least one 3D          
printer. That innovation department could easily produce not only         
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their own needle disposal systems on demand, they could create          
them to meet the exact requirements of the healthcare         
professionals using them and iterate upon the design as needed.          
And when the innovation department wasn’t printing out needle         
disposal systems, they could fabricate other items whenever        
needed. 

And while a factory can indeed produce items like a needle           
disposal system for mere pennies, by the time it passes through           
the hands of intermediaries from logistical companies to        
distributors, wholesalers, retailers, and sales representatives, it is        
no longer costing the healthcare institution receiving it “pennies,”         
but often several dollars, or, in some cases, hundreds of dollars.  

With 3D printing on-site within a hospital’s own innovation         
department, the cost of any item equals only the cost of materials            
and that of their innovation department staff’s time. As the notion           
of opensource design and collaboration continues to catch on,         
many innovation departments need not design all items in 3D          
from scratch, but use one of the many online, free 3D model            
libraries to download and print designs others have developed         
and refined. 

This is not only something that is possible, this is something I            
have been doing for the past 3 years and continue doing today. 

The Medical Maker Initiative began about 3 years ago.         
ProgressTH, a design, development, and tech education group I         
helped co-found, began working with nurses, doctors, and other         
medical professionals at Thailand’s Bangkok-based Queen Sirikit       
National Institute of Children’s Health (QSNICH), a large medical         
complex that specializes in children’s healthcare. 

In addition to conducting medical research and development,        
QSNICH is also a children’s hospital. QSNICH’s innovation        
department sought a way of producing common items as well as           
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new innovations without the costly process of hiring a design firm,           
engineers to do prototyping, and a factory to eventually produce          
final products. They decided to do this by leveraging 3D printing           
and have been using it ever since. 

For some projects, we have managed to reduce costs by as much            
as 25 times over solutions offered by traditional medical suppliers.          
For other projects, we have made it possible for nurses and           
technicians to develop innovations traditional manufacturing      
previously made impossible. 

A lot of the innovations, while incredibly simple, were completely          
out of reach for teams and staff without the budget to hire design             
and manufacturing firms, until personal manufacturing became a        
reality. 

Dermatology Knives: QSNICH’s dermatology department has      
struggled for years to find an alternative for the medical-grade          
stainless steel knife-like instruments they use to collect skin         
samples from children. The knife-like instrument needs only to         
lightly scrape a patient’s skin before the sample is placed under a            
microscope for examination. 
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Children are frightened by the cold stainless steel instrument,         
placing stress on medical staff and patient alike. 

The solution was to design child-friendly plastic instruments        
featuring cartoon characters on the handles, in a variety of          
friendly colors, but still able to both collect samples and undergo a            
rigorous sterilization process. 

The problem with traditional manufacturing is that factories, while         
willing to produce prototypes, will only agree to manufacture a          
minimum quantity usually in the hundreds or thousands. Any         
issue discovered when developing a completely new medical        
instrument can only be found and corrected after receiving and          
using large, mass produced batches. The cost of this method of           
research and development is also beyond the dermatology        
department’s budget. 

With 3D printing, we were able to print prototypes and small           
batches for testing, then refining the design through multiple         
iterations until a final series of tested and proven instruments          
were designed and produced. With each small batch QSNICH         
ordered, we were able to adjust the design based on user           
feedback. 

This project isn’t an example of how QSNICH saved money, it is            
an example of an innovation produced by its dermatology         
department that was not possible before practical 3D printing was          
an option. 

Needle Disposal System: QSNICH, like many other hospitals,        
used a proprietary needle disposal system supplied by a company          
at great cost, designed specifically to be discarded after each use           
to maximize profits for the supplier. 
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To save money, nurses designed a needle disposal system,         
reusing thick HDPE plastic saline solution bottles. Their initial         
prototype featured a simple hole cut with a hobby knife in the            
existing bottle’s lid with a notch to help catch and release used            
needles from syringes. 

With 3D design and printing, we were able to refine and           
standardize their design, and also include a cap to cover the           
disposal system when not in use. The 3D printed disposal system           
includes a tether to connect the disposal cap and its cover           
together. When the reused saline solution bottles are full of dirty           
needles, the original cover is placed on top and the entire bottle is             
sent away for disposal. The 3D-printed needle disposal system         
can then be reused on another saline solution bottle.  
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We printed over 100 of these caps in multiple batches with a            
multitude of design variations for testing. At the time of writing this            
Counter Markets piece, we were in the process of printing another           
50 which have been modified slightly to also accept and dispose           
of IV components. 

 

Again, a custom solution like this, even if a factory managed to            
make a successful and useful prototype for QSNICH, would have          
required a minimum batch of hundreds or thousands before the          
factory would agree to make them. With 3D printing, QSNICH can           
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order the systems on demand and with any desired modification          
added to each new batch. 

Because the system is reusable, a single 3D printer is more than            
capable of meeting a single hospital’s demand for the needle          
disposal systems. 

Thermoplastic Hand Splints: QSNICH has been using large        
sheets of thermoplastic provided by a medical supplier to make          
therapeutic hand splints for children. Each splint must be cut out           
by hand with scissors and costs about $30 USD (1000 Thai Baht). 

Before the Medical Maker Initiative, the department charged with         
making and fitting the splints searched in vain for a low-cost           
alternative. 

 

We were able to develop not only custom-sized and -shaped          
splints on demand and develop a protocol for fitting the splints to            
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patients similar to that already used by hospital staff, we were           
able to do it for around a dollar per splint (40 THB). 

We designed three basic sizes and printed them flat. By boiling           
water in a laboratory heating system and wiping off water before           
fitting, the splint is only warm to the touch as it shapes itself             
around the patient’s hand and lower arm. The plastic used, PLA,           
can be reheated, flattened, and refitted numerous times before         
compromising its structural integrity. 

The 3D-printed splints also featured a mesh design for ventilation,          
a feature impractical for the previous method of cutting shapes          
out by hand from solid sheets of thermoplastic. We are able to            
change the shape of the mesh holes to anything from geometrical           
patterns to cartoon characters, and we are able to print in a wide             
variety of child-friendly colors. We can also change the mesh          
pattern to include holes for velcro fittings when securing padding          
to the splint and the splint to a patient’s arm. Customization costs            
only the time it takes to redesign the splint’s basic template into            
another shape, size, or style.  

QSNICH uses about 40 splints per year. 3D printing allows          
QSNICH to save approximately $950-1,200 per year, which alone         
is enough to cover the costs of a new 3D printer and the plastic              
used to print the splints. 
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Smartphone Microscope Mount: We also donated a 3D-printed        
smartphone microscope mount to the dermatology department to        
further demonstrate the versatility of 3D printing. The mount was          
developed further from a design already freely shared at the          
online 3D printing library Thingiverse.com. It adjusts to fit any          
microscope eyepiece and any smartphone allowing users to use         
the phone’s camera to look through the microscope. This allows          
everyone in the lab to see what’s under the microscope at the            
same time, which is particularly helpful when senior technicians         
are training new staff. The mount also makes it easy to document            
and share images. 

Currently QSNICH has only one very expensive digital camera         
and microscope mount used for this purpose and is shared by all            
departments as needed. The 3D-printed mount is cheap enough         
to supply each department with several of them. 

Since designing and fabricating this mount, we have also         
uploaded it onto our Thingiverse account where others have         
downloaded it and used it. While several have used it in labs for             
microscopes, one creative user placed it on a spotting scope to           
make it easier for him mark his progress while at the firing range             
without having to look through the scope after each shot.  

Bed-Leveling System: Another simple example of the power of         
3D printing was a bed-levelling system we helped design for the           
intensive care unit. ICU nurses were given an expensive laser          
leveling system to ensure beds were angled properly when using          
certain pieces of medical equipment. The laser system was overly          
complicated and easily foiled by the many wires and tubes around           
the ICU’s beds. 
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The nurses’ solution was simple: use bubble levels on strings.          
While their improvised system worked, improvised solutions are        
not standard, are prone to failure, and their ad hoc appearance           
may undermine patient confidence in a large medical institution         
like QSNICH 

3D printing allowed us to create custom cases for the different           
bubble levels the nurses had on hand, including hooks and fittings           
to securely fasten them to strings used to line up the beds with             
specific pieces of medical equipment. 

By including the hospital’s name on each case, giving them a           
standardized appearance, the nurses’ simple improvised solution       
was transformed into a standard piece of reliable ICU equipment          
they have been using for several years now. 
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Current Shortcomings: 

For now, at ProgressTH we continue working with QSNICH to          
develop current projects, and design and develop new ones. I do           
not work at or for QSNICH, but rather from my home office where             
I primarily do freelance design for clients outside of Thailand. The           
best way to design and develop solutions for a hospital, however,           
is to do it in the hospital. Matching schedules with nurses,           
doctors, and technicians is difficult, and so is traveling across the           
city once a meeting can be arranged. 

While 2-3 days or even 1-2 weeks designing, fabricating, and          
delivering items is still infinitely faster than traditional prototyping         
and manufacturing workflows that may require hospital staff to         
travel abroad (to China for example), our team has repeatedly          
emphasized the fact that if the hospital were to hire its own            
designer and purchase at least one 3D printer, 2-3 iterations a           
day could be accomplished as well as same-day small batch          
manufacturing on demand. 

And while our project has been an experiment, and we eagerly           
provided our services at minimum cost, should QSNICH or other          
hospitals attempt to continue this initiative by using a third-party          
design firm specializing in 3D design and 3D printing, the cost in            
both price and time will be many times higher than if QSNICH            
simply hired a single designer and purchased their own 3D          
printer. 

The reason QSNICH hasn’t yet is more institutional than anything          
else. Larger organizations are slow to change. While the staff that           
we’ve worked with have been incredibly eager to embrace new          
technology and have demonstrated a large capacity to        
understand and leverage it to its full potential, those who must           
approve of and fund an in-hospital designer and 3D printer have           
yet to match them in this regard. 
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The current shortcoming for our Medical Maker Initiative, thus, is          
convincing the first hospital here in Thailand to fully embrace this           
process and fill one of the desks in their innovation department           
with a 3D printer and a designer. 

We imagine it is only a matter of time; until then, we will continue              
proving the practicality of low-cost local manufacturing with 3D         
printing, particularly where it is needed most: the healthcare         
industry. 

While we have similar projects aimed at agriculture and helping          
start-ups do prototyping, our collaboration with QSNICH has been         
by far the most productive, vindicating local manufacturing with         
3D printing. 

Opportunities Yet To Come 

3D printing already pays for itself in the context of local           
manufacturing at QSNICH. The process of convincing hospitals        
and other institutions to begin replacing their dependency on         
centralized supply chains monopolized by traditional players is but         
the first step toward a more profound paradigm shift. 

Should hospitals, institutions, and individuals begin adopting and        
using this technology for local manufacturing, now, it will not only           
begin decentralizing current industrial monopolies, but as 3D        
printing technology improves, it will position those who have         
already adopted it to immediately leverage these improvements        
and seize future opportunities.  

There are already ideas and designs on the table at QSNICH that,            
should tabletop metal 3D printing become a reality, they would          
immediately be developed. Other ideas requiring other forms of         
already-existing personal manufacturing technology like laser      
cutting could follow the experience and lessons learned from an          
initial investment in 3D printing. 
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Closing Thoughts 

It used to be that when critics decided to assail any given idea, we              
as ordinary people either agreed or disagreed. But the nature of           
personal manufacturing is such that no debate is necessary. With          
a factory sitting on your desktop, you need only turn it on and             
prove the critics wrong. 

3D printing is already a viable means of local manufacturing for a            
wide and growing segment of practical items and as 3D printing           
technology improves, expanding both its technical capabilities and        
the number of materials it can print in, that spectrum of practical            
items will only expand. The future of manufacturing is indeed          
automation, perhaps in large factories, but also on our desktops. I           
maintain that literacy in 3D design and fabrication soon will be as            
essential as computer literacy is today, and as important as          
learning to read was a generation ago. 

Power has always resided in the hands of those who possess the            
means of production. 3D printing is but the first of many means of             
placing that power directly in our hands, not through politics, but           
through technology. 3D printing has empowered nurses, doctors,        
and other healthcare professionals at QSNICH. It can empower         
you, too.  

If you are interested in 3D printing and are wondering how to get             
started, we have covered 3D printing in previous issues of          
Counter Markets. There are also infinite resources online in every          
language, and aimed at every sort of learning style. Check it out. 
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WEALTH 

How To Create Your Own Banking System Outside Of Wall          
Street 

 

By M.C. Laubscher  

Growing up in South Africa, I have had many red pill moments in             
my life, but one of the biggest red pill moments was when I read              
The Creature from Jekyll Island by Mr. G. Edward Griffin which           
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lifted the veil on the Federal Reserve System and Global Banking           
Operations. 

I became obsessed studying and researching everything I could         
find about money, finance, financial systems, investing and the         
individuals and families that created and controlled the financial         
chessboard on which everyone on the planet unknowingly        
participates. 

My purpose was to understand and figure out how, in a rigged            
game, one could rig the game in your favor just as the global elite              
have done for centuries. 

How does one have complete control over financial destiny and          
become self-reliant, independent and free in a predatory financial         
system that has its tentacles in every area of our lives? 

How do we create a system that we can control with security and             
predictability in an ever changing, volatile world? 

The amazing thing about the Information Age is that with a little            
research and study, we can find the blueprints of how to achieve            
this. Banking and Financial institutions and the wealthy elite have          
created a system which they control and also systems outside of           
the system which provides them control and predictability to grow          
and multiply their wealth. 

Banking and Financial Institutions understand that there really is         
one pool of currency out there. Currency is created through the           
central banking system and distributed through fractional reserve        
banking mechanisms by commercial banks. Once money has        
circulated through the economy, it goes back into the pool and the            
banking system. It always ends up back into the banking system. 

How do we as individuals and business owners create our own           
pool of money outside of Wall Street to capture the currency that            
flows through our personal economies daily? 
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Where do we warehouse our wealth that allows us to have full            
control over it and protect it from wealth destroyers such as taxes,            
inflation, fees and commissions, opportunity cost and more? How         
can we position our wealth to have our assets do more than one             
function simultaneously as part of an overall strategy? 

The elite have utilized real estate, art and gold over centuries to            
warehouse wealth and utilized the banks they own for their          
cashflow management systems. 

If we study banking and financial institutions and take a look           
inside of “Family Offices,” we will find that over the past 200            
years, mutual insurance companies and insurance contracts have        
been an important part of wealth capture and cashflow         
management for the wealthy elite. 

High Cash Value Life Insurance contracts, which is a         
dividend-paying permanent life insurance contract, built on a        
whole life insurance vehicle are used in combination with specific          
strategies by banking and financial institutions, corporations, and        
political and wealthy elite. 

Why would they use this as an insurance vehicle for wealth           
capture and cashflow management? 

The principal of the currency you deposit into the contract is           
guaranteed, a percentage of growth on the principal is guaranteed          
and you get access to dividends since as a policyholder you are a             
shareholder in a mutual insurance company and get to participate          
in the profitability of the company. Mutual insurance companies         
have a track record of paying dividends consecutively since the          
mid-1800s through market crashes, recessions, depressions and       
financial crises. 

The wealth captured in this vehicle never takes a step back. It            
grows predictably every year, providing security and certainty. 
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The growth is tax free inside the vehicle and dividends are also            
tax free. 

 
First book to explain the power of this tax-free wealth warehouse 

Available on Amazon 

There are no limits on contributions, access and withdrawals from          
this vehicle. The Wall Street Journal has referred to it as the “Rich             
Man’s Roth IRA” since you can essentially set up your own           
tax-free retirement through this vehicle. 

The vehicle also enjoys asset protection in most states – so it            
protects you against lawsuits and creditors. 
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The vehicle also provides a multiple of the account cash value as            
a death benefit that can be passed on tax free to your family. It              
plays a major role in the estate planning of the wealthy elite and             
transferring wealth from one generation to the next. 

One of the biggest advantages is that this vehicle provides the           
liquidity part of your system since you can access the funds at            
any moment for emergencies, investments and business       
opportunities through a policy loan. 

The policy loan does not come from the cash value in your policy.             
Your policy and death benefit simply provide collateral for the          
policy loan that is paid from the mutual insurance company’s          
general account. 

This means that the value from your cash value never goes down            
as in the case with loans taken from qualified retirement accounts           
such as 401k’s and traditional and Roth IRAs, and you get to            
leverage your own funds to invest in other income-producing         
assets. 

The policy is also private. It is a private contract between you and             
the mutual insurance company. It’s not public record. 

They only reason we know banking and financial institutions,         
corporations and political elite have these contracts is through the          
required reporting they have to do. Policy loans are not reported           
to credit agencies. 

Insurance, like any other asset class, is simply a vehicle and it is             
through the investor and the strategies implemented and        
executed by the investor that determines whether the vehicle is          
an asset or a liability. 

The biggest epiphany I have had in my life studying the wealthy            
elite and banking and financial institutions is that they did not do            
the same thing everyone else was doing, but only better. 
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They do the complete opposite of what everyone else is doing           
and play by the rules of the game they have created to build and              
multiply their wealth predictably. 

In future articles we will look at how cashflow insurance fits into            
strategies that combine other asset classes utilized by individuals,         
families, business owners, entrepreneurs and investors to build        
their wealth outside of Wall Street. 

Here is a new podcast where I explain these concepts further: 

The Infinite Banking Strategy In Your Personal Economy 

Live a Life of Passion and Purpose on YOUR Terms! 

M.C. Laubscher is the President and Chief Wealth Strategist of          
Valhalla Wealth Financial and creator & host of the popular          
business, investing and financial podcast, the Cashflow Ninja        
podcast. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 
What a difference a month makes. The cryptocurrency market is          
finally seeing a major pullback across the board. Bitcoin has fallen           
from over $17,500 in early January to around $8k today, so a            
greater than 50% drop in the past month. The total market cap of             
the cryptocurrency industry has fallen from $835 billion in early          
Jan, to $382 billion today, a decline of about 55% in the past             
month.  

The increase in downside volatility has collapsed upward        
technical trends and has shaken the confidence of many         
investors. When prices were climbing 10-20% each day, investors         
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couldn’t get enough exposure. As soon as downside action         
exhibits the same volatility, people are running for the hills. It’s           
said that during a panic sell, shares typically transfer from weak           
hands to strong ones. Given that cryptocurrency exchanges still         
can’t keep up with the current customer demands to simply open           
accounts, we think the upside here has still got a lot of potential.             
Many exchanges have taken to opening the doors for new          
customers to sign up for only 1-2 hours each day, as that’s all the              
volume they can handle.  

So given the increasing demand, why the sudden drop in price of            
over 50%? There are a few things at play here. One issue is the              
CME and CBOE futures markets. Some are speculating that with          
the Wall Street money at play, the big guys are now able to use              
their fortunes to control the market. And while this sounds          
interesting from a conspiratorial viewpoint, it simply can’t be the          
case, at least not yet. There isn’t enough volume in these futures            
contracts to move the Bitcoin market. And there still aren’t any           
institutional-grade Bitcoin custodians, so the actual ownership of        
Bitcoin by large financial firms is still next to nothing. They simply            
own derivative instruments which get their value from the price of           
Bitcoin, but aren’t actually Bitcoin at all. 

Another factor is China re-banning cryptocurrency. They have        
done this in the past, and have claimed to have banned Bitcoin,            
trading, exchanges, and more, multiple times actually since 2013.         
Each time the announcement has caused Bitcoin to crash, and          
each time Bitcoin has come back and proceeded to a higher price            
level. What skittish investors need to remember is, there is no           
banning of cryptocurrency, as there is no central service to ban. If            
China were to “ban” it, the Internet users there would simply store            
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their BTC in a wallet that’s not hosted in China. Ultimately this            
isn’t new news from China, it’s the same story we’ve heard           
before.  

We’ve also heard that South Korea is going back and forth on            
their attempt to ban cryptocurrency as well, which isn’t any more           
possible for them than it was for China. This debate has caused            
increased price volatility as well. The end result in South Korea is            
that they want exchanges based there to comply with Know Your           
Customer rules. That’s all there is to it. So there’s nothing here            
that suggests South Korea is doing anything to ban it at all now,             
they just want exchanges there to verify their account owners.  

Another element here involves the cryptocurrency called Tether,        
USDT. This crypto is pegged at $1 USD, and has long been used             
as a reserve currency of sorts that traders can jump in and out of,              
rather than having to convert their cryptocurrency holdings to         
actual dollars. Going back and forth from USDT to Bitcoin or any            
other cryptocurrency takes just seconds, and costs pennies.        
Going to actual US dollars, on the other hand, costs a lot more             
and takes a lot longer. So USDT has exploded on volume lately.  

Well, turns out that USDT may not be backed by US dollars, as             
Tether exchanges claim. Their auditing firm recently quit, and two          
subpoenas have been issued by the SEC and CFTC. The fear is            
that Tether was a giant scam with no real backing, and that’s            
introduced a lot of fear and hesitation into the market.  

So given this information, has anything changed with the big          
picture? Absolutely not. The fate of Tether is irrelevant here. They           
can go to $0 and it shouldn’t have any impact on the function of              
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cryptocurrencies, or any other blockchain businesses that are        
actually revolutionizing the way companies operate.  

If you’ve taken our advice and only invested what you’re          
comfortable with here, we suggest you sit back and ride out the            
volatility. Don’t be one of the weak hands and call it quits at the              
first decent pullback we’ve had in a long time. And if you’re new to              
the cryptocurrency space, use this pullback wisely and establish         
your position in Bitcoin.  

We suggest using Coinbase to take your first position.  

Again, be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than           
you’re comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with        
possible price swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

January started off with silver sticking to its well-established         
trading range. The year began around the $17 mark, and peaked           
just above $17.50. Early in Feb precious metals (along with the           
equities markets) sold off steeply, and the price hit a low of about             
$16.75.  
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The steep sell-off in early February was widespread, and led to           
the Dow dropping nearly 700 points in a single day. The reaction            
was from the Federal Reserve’s plans to raise interest rates again           
later this year. Each time interest rates go up, the cost of capital             
increases, liquidity dries up, the velocity of money slows, and the           
economy slows accordingly. In addition, higher interest rates        
strengthen the US Dollar, making US products more expensive         
abroad, and making the US a more expensive place for foreigners           
to spend their money.  

So with the plan to continue raising rates firmly in place, and the             
US Dollar breaking out to new 3-year highs, precious metals sold           
off steeply. The strength of the US Dollar and the price of            
gold/silver tend to move inversely. A strong Dollar buys more          
gold/silver than a weak Dollar, so when the Dollar is increasing in            
purchasing power, the price of gold/silver will decline. Conversely,         
when the US Dollar is weakening, it can buy less gold/silver, so            
the price of precious metals will be on the rise. 

While we finally are seeing some widespread panic in the          
markets, investors aren’t exactly running to gold/silver as the flight          
to safety yet, as higher interest rates tend to correspond with           
lower gold/silver prices. Near-term prices on precious metals will         
probably be determined by how the market responds to this near           
700 point drop. If things bounce back or stabilize without much           
trouble, the precious metals markets will remain largely        
unaffected, range bound, and considered boring. On the other         
hand, if this large drop has reintroduced fear and volatility, and           
spooked the complacency and comfort that investors have been         
sitting with lately, we may see more panic selloffs, rebounds, and           
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large volatile swings both up and down. If that happens, investors           
will start fleeing to safe havens like gold and silver.  

For now, keep an eye on the $15.50 to $18.50 level on silver, that              
range is still firmly intact. If you’re looking to take a new position,             
or add to yours, we’re on the lower end of this range currently, so              
it could be a wise time to stock up.  

You can find great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals            
Exchange. 
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Not a member yet? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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